
MAN WILL FLY ACROSS OCEAN IN 1914!-WORL- D'S

BIGGEST DEED OF DARING IS NEAR

BY KENNETH W. PAYNE
Will the most dazzling dream of

the age a flight by aeroplane across
the Atlantic ocean be realized in
1914?

It is the next and greatest deed on
the program of world progress and
it WILL be accomplished some time
this year, according to most authori-
ties!

In London two famous aviators
have nearly completed an engine
powerful enough to make the trip.

In this country Orville Wright and
the daring flyer, Harry Atwood, have
been earnestly studying together
over the problem, while .Glenn Cur-ti- ss

has already constructed one in
which it is expected that Lieut. John
H. Towers, U. S. N., will make the
flight.

In this year's contest for the honor
of becoming the Columbus of the
heavens advantage will rest with
Americans' over Europeans, for it has
recently been discovered that high
over the Atlantic there is a very rapid
and steady current of air flowing
away from our continent toward "the
old world. Climbing into this cur-
rent, our aviators would find their
speed enprmpusly increased, while

Europeans, coming this way, would
have to skim the ocean surface to
avoid it and there would encounter
dangerous squalls.

There is little doubt as to what
route the aerial Columbus will fol-
low. He will leave terra firma at St.
Johns, Newfoundland, and head for
the coast of Ireland, near Queens-tow- n.

His craft will be either a flying
boat or a hydroplane, carrying a
great quantity of fuel and an extra
pilot. It will be equipped with wire-
less and will be followed by a con-
voy of fast vessels, while other ves-
sels will be stationed along the route.

The two adventurers will seek the
favorable currents at a height of
some 10,000 feet. Then, at the
phenomenal rate of over seventy-fiv- e
miles an hour, they will make the
flight without stop if possible. Should
they encounter storms they could
hunt another level, for it is well
known that winds may be blowing in
directly opposite directions at two
different heights.

There might be heavy storms on
the water's surface and none above
in the air. Also, storms may rage
aloft, and a calm spread over the
water, " '


